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Let BP*(-) be the Brown-Peterson cohomology theory with the coefficient 
BP* = Z&u,, . . .] at an odd prime p. In this paper we shall study BP*(G) for 
exceptional Lie groups G. 
Theorem. There are BP*-algebra isomorphisms; 
(a) Forp=3, 
BP*(F4 = (BP*{l, ~3, ~26) 0 BP*{yt9, yd(3y 19 = uty23)O 
0 BP*/(3, UI) O&[xsl/(x38)) @Ah,,, XI& 
and y3y23 = 3~26, Y3Yt9 = utY26, YiYi = 0 for i f 3, j f 19, 23, Xsyi = 0. 
(b) For p = 3, 
BP*(E~)-‘.BP*(F~)~A(x~,x~,). 
(c) Forp=5, 
BP*&4 = (BP*& y3, Y62) @ BP*{YR, ys91/(5ys1= ~‘tY59)@ 
@ BP*/U, Q) 0 &[X121/(X:2)) @ A(xt5, X23, x27, x35 X39, X47), 
andY3Y59=5Y62, Y3Ys1=V1Y62, yi)‘i=OfOrif3,j#51, 59, XlZj’i=O. 
To prove this theorem, we use the following facts. 
First, we recall the results of Harper [2] and Wilkerson [3]; there are mod p 
decompositions 
(I) F4 = 3K x B,(3), 
(2) E6 = 3F4 X &i/F4, 
(3) Es=sXzxXo 
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where 
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H*(K;Z3)=z3[X,II(X8')O-~(X3,X7), H*uM3); Z3)-*4(-~11, x15), 
HLv&; Z,) =zs[x1*l/(x:2) @Ah,, x11, X27r x35), 
H*(xO; z5) =-lbl5, x23, x39, x47). 
Secondly, by the dimensional reasons and some arguments of Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequences, we can prove the following (for more general results and detailed 
arguments see [4]); 
(4) BP*(K; Z3) = (BP*/3 OA(w19) 
0 BP*/(3,ur) 0 (Z3[xsllb;HN) @.1(x7). 
(5) BP*(Xz; Z5) -(BP*/5 @-4(w51) @ BP*/(5, VI) @ (Z5[xl21/(,~:2)-{l})) 
@/1(x11, x27. x35). 
The author would like to thank Akira Kono for pointing out the works of 
Harper and Wilkerson. 
Proof of Theorem (a). Since B5(3) is 3-torsion free, BP*(B5(3)) = BP* 0 A(xtt, x15). 
Hence we have 
BP*(Fd) = BP*(K) 0,4(x,1, x15). 
Therefore we shall calculate BP*(K). Consider the Bockstein exact sequence 
BP*(K) *BP*(K) 
AP/ 
BP*(K:Z,) 
The i-image of each BP*-module generator of BP*(K) is non zero in BP*(K; Z3) 
and it is also a BP*-module generator in i(BP*(K)). From (4), the dimensions of non 
zero elements in BP*(K; Z3) are 
(6) 16-4n, 23-4n, 26-4n for n 20. 
Hence so are dimensions of BP*-module generators of BP*(K) and so are dimen- 
sions of all non zero elements in BP*(K). 
Recall the rational coefficient cohomology ring of F4, (for example see [l]), and we 
haveH*(K;Q)=Q@.l(y;,y;3)and 
(7) BP*(X) 0 Q = BP* 0 0 0 A( y3, ~23) 
where each y, is a BP*-module generator in BP*(K). 
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By the dimensional reason (6), we can take i(yz3) =x&,. Since JSOwlsj = 20, 
&wi~=O and let i(yi9) = i+‘rg. Put i(y26) = tvlgx7, since S0(w,9.r7) =O. By also 
dimensional reasons, i( y3) =A1~1~7+hlw ig, A I, A2 E 23. Since wig = i( y,,), we can 
take y3 so that i(y3) = ~1s:. Let S(_r7) = ya. Then i( y8) = &5(x7) = QO(.v7) = x6. Note 
px =o. 
Compare these generators in BP”(K; ZJ) 
= im j(BP*(l, L'l9, ys, y;, y26. y23, j-3)) 
The fact im I’(BP*(K)) = ker S c ker Qo, implies that (1, y19, ys, yf, !'26, ~23, ~3) 
generates BP*(K) as a BP*-module. 
Now we consider the BP*-module structure of BP”(K). That ulss.~~ = 0 implies 
ciyi = S(L~~.U~X~) = 0. Since i(ulys) = 0, ulye = p’a for some s 2 1, and by the dimen- 
sional reason n =Alc:yi -Azciye. Therefore u,y8=0. Since i(r1yz3)= ~.i.r&7=0, 
~'1~23=p'~1, s 3 1. By also the dimensional reason, CI =Ay,9. Take the Quillen 
operation rl. 
Since yz3 is a BP*-module generator and from (7) Y_ ,3 is BP”-free, we can take s = 1, 
A = 1. 
There is no relation in BP*(K) except {tilyz3 = py19, psf’ = 0, c,.\-~” = 0) because if 
there is a relation 
ay3+by19+c).23-dy26=0 in BP”(K), a, 6, c, d E BP*, 
then by the dimensional reason dy26 = 0 and since yi9 = p-‘c~~y~~ in BP*(K) 0 Q, the 
above equation contradicts to the fact that BP*(K) 0 Q is BP” %I Q-free (7). 
Therefore we prove the BP”-module isomorphism. 
Next we prove the multiplications. For ease of argument let us denote y8 by xs. It is 
immediate that y,c, = 0 for i # 3, j # 19,23. The dimension of x8yl is 26-4n or 23-4n. 
Its dimensional elements are all BP*-free from the BP*-module isomorphism. But 
L’ixsyI = 0 and so sgyi = 0. Note that i( y3yi9) = t’lx7w19 = vli( yz6) in BP*(K; Z3). 
Hence y3yig = L’iy?6 mod 3. The 22-dimensional elements are Ariyz6. Therefore we 
can take y3ylg= rIyZ6. Since cly3y 23 = 3y3ylg = 3c1y2.5 and the 26-dimensional 
&XIIentS are Ay26, we have ))3yz3 = 3ciy26. Therefore the BP*-algebra isomorphism 
is proved. 0 
From the decomposition (2), (b) is immediate. By the arguments similar to the 
proof of (a), we can prove (c). 
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